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ABSTRACT: Quantum chemistry studies of biradical systems are challenging due to the required multiconfigurational nature of the wavefunction. In this work, Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) is used to compute the energy profile for the lithium superoxide dimer rearrangement, involving biradical species, on quantum simulators and devices. Considering that current quantum devices can only handle limited number of qubits, we present guidelines for selecting an appropriate active space to perform computations on chemical systems that require many qubits. We show that with VQE performed with a quantum simulator reproduces results obtained with full-conﬁguration interaction (Full CI) for the chosen active space. However, results deviate from exact values by about 39 mHa for calculations on a quantum device. This deviation can be improved to about 4 mHa using the readout mitigation approach and can be further improved to 2 mHa, approaching chemical accuracy, using the state tomography technique to purify the calculated quantum state.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing is a method of computation that possesses the potential to surpass conventional computing (so-called classical computing). While the theoretical framework governing quantum computing has been established for decades, and algorithms have been developed for a variety of application areas, the field has recently experienced a surge in interest due to newly demonstrated success in manufacturing qubit devices. However, device technology is still in its infancy, and the quantum devices currently in operation, known as noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices, depend on hybrid approaches involving the use of qubits in combination with classical computing architectures.

Quantum computing possesses enormous near-term potential for the development of applications in a number of areas, including quantum chemistry, for which finding eigenvalues of eigenvectors is an intractable problem for classical computers. Quantum computing may be particularly effective for such problems, and algorithms such as quantum phase estimation (QPE) and the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) have been developed to find eigenvalues for approximate, but highly accurate, solutions to the Schrödinger equation. VQE, in particular, is a hybrid classical/quantum algorithm, which, due to a comparatively shorter circuit than QPE, reduces time requirements for qubits to remain coherent, and has been effectively utilized to perform quantum chemistry calculations on noisy quantum devices.

A notable application of VQE has been demonstrated by combination with heuristic trial wavefunctions designed for state preparation in investigations of the ground state (GS) dissociation profiles of hydrides on a quantum device. Those calculations demonstrated that energies computed for dissociation profiles on quantum devices are nearly similar to those computed with a classical matrix eigenvalue decomposition method (full-configuration interaction, or Full CI, or FCI) for the hydrogen molecule, but profiles deviate significantly from chemical accuracy for distances far from the equilibrium geometries of lithium hydride (LiH) and beryllium hydride (BeH2). Later, an error mitigation protocol was utilized to study dissociation profiles for the H2 and LiH molecules, but this technique resulted in errors ranging from 60 to 70 mHa, which are much larger than the desired chemical accuracy of 1.6 mHa.

Although those pioneering investigations validate the possibilities of using quantum computing on applications of real-world interests in chemistry, there are a few fundamental issues associated with performing VQE on a noisy quantum device that will need to be addressed. One issue is related to...
Singlet and triplet states are necessarily a superposition of two orbitals. The quantum chemistry investigations, one must assess systems requiring descriptions of the electronic states by multireference ab initio methods like Hartree–Fock (HF) and density functional theory (DFT). However, very few surveys have been performed with VQE on more complicated chemical processes, such as those involved in investigations of reaction mechanisms involving bond formation or bond breaking in transition states, conical intersections caused by intersections between potential energy surfaces (PES), and the generation of species with other complex electronic structures such as radicals, carbenes, and radical ions. To evaluate the applicability of the VQE algorithm for its general use in quantum chemistry investigations, one must assess systems that require descriptions of the electronic states by multireference ab initio techniques.

The accuracy one can expect in the current era of quantum computing is limited by noise. Though promising error mitigation approaches have been proposed, order-of-magnitude lower error rates are still required to achieve chemical accuracy. Moreover, most error mitigation approaches only focus on error rates derived from readout mitigation or noise extrapolation, but there has been a dearth of research on the purity of the quantum state, which is necessary for calculations of excited states and molecular properties. This manuscript describes an application of the VQE algorithm for the investigation of the rearrangement of the lithium superoxide dimer, which requires an accurate description of bond breaking and formation through a transition state by multireference ab initio methods to obtain an accurate potential energy surface.

This reaction is potentially involved in the discharging process in lithium–air (Li/O2) batteries, which possess higher energy densities than widely used lithium-ion batteries. During discharge, lithium combines with superoxide, formed from the reduction of oxygen at the cathode, to produce lithium peroxide (Li2O2) via a lithium superoxide (LiO2•) intermediate. Interestingly, lithium superoxide may also dimerize to generate lithium peroxide plus an oxygen molecule via a rearrangement process (Figure 1). The overall effect of these processes is that molecular oxygen is consumed at the lithium cathode during discharge to produce lithium peroxide and regenerate residual oxygen gas. We note that since the lithium superoxide dimer has a biradical structure in which singlet and triplet states are necessarily a superposition of two electronic configurations, multireference ab initio methods are required to correctly describe the electronic state. Previous quantum chemistry studies of the lithium superoxide dimer reaction mechanism have demonstrated that DFT, a widely used approach for exploring potential energy surfaces, is inadequate and that correlation provided by the coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) method, or better, is necessary. Therefore, we aim to clarify whether VQE can accurately predict the reaction mechanism for the lithium superoxide dimer rearrangement and to demonstrate how one can obtain chemically accurate results on quantum devices. In particular, we propose an error mitigation scheme based on purification of the quantum state to obtain a pure state with an energy very close to that of the ground state.

To use a noisy quantum device to perform quantum chemistry calculations on molecules such as those of interest to this investigation, one has to ensure that the number of logical qubits required for this problem is 60 for the full set of atomic orbitals with a minimal basis set, or 48, if core orbitals, which may be reliably neglected since they do not interact with valence orbitals, are frozen. At present, however, the number of qubits that can reliably be used for computation are limited. Consequently, further qubit reductions need to be employed to make use of such noisy quantum devices for investigations such as the one that we focus on in this manuscript. We demonstrate that the reduction of orbitals to a set of active orbitals that provide a reliable description of the static electron correlation during the dimer rearrangement process can effectively reduce this problem down to the few qubits required to perform calculations on quantum devices by first evaluating the important determinants classically. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of such a protocol to a reaction occurring in the lithium–air battery. We show that it is feasible to reduce the active space down to one comprising six spin orbitals while preserving a correct description of the potential energy surface that describes a potential reaction pathway. This strategy enables us to conduct experiments with superconducting quantum devices to simulate the chemical rearrangement process.

Using the active space obtained through the above procedure, the potential energy surface is calculated using the VQE algorithm on a quantum simulator and quantum devices using the selected active space. Results from quantum simulation reproduce the exact values even for the system in which two valence electrons occupy two degenerate orbitals, i.e., the energy levels of singlet and triplet states are almost equivalent. On the other hand, due to device noise, results derived from simulations on quantum devices are approximately 39 mHa higher than the exact values. The accuracy of results derived from the use of the VQE algorithm is improved by an order of magnitude using the readout error mitigation.
approach. However, the error is still larger than required chemical accuracy by a factor of 2–3 and the quantum state derived from the use of this approach is still a mixed state. We have successfully improved these accuracies to about 2 mHa on a quantum device by utilizing an error mitigation scheme that utilizes quantum state tomography, which provides a pure state from VQE calculations.

Our approach involving the selection of an appropriate active space and purification of the quantum state makes it possible to use VQE to perform quantum computations on noisy devices with high accuracy on larger-scale chemical reactions requiring the use of multiconfigurational methods. In the future, we hope to validate our approach for a number of real-world applications, such as those involving transition metals and lanthanides, for which many more qubits are required to perform simulations using quantum devices, and we hope to extend our approach to simulations of molecular excited states.

This manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methods taken in the proposed approach. Section 3 is the main body of this manuscript. It begins with Section 3.1 demonstrating selection of the active space and validation of the model using a conventional computer. Section 3.2 presents results obtained with the VQE algorithm with the use of the statevector simulator, which simulates the ideal execution of a quantum circuit. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present the result of VQE on a noisy quantum device, with particular attention paid to improving accuracy with error mitigation techniques. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. METHODS

The reaction under investigation involves conversion of the lithium superoxide caged dimer reactant into the linear dimer product via a transition structure (TS) containing partially broken bonds in the “bridge” formed by lithium and oxygen atoms as shown in Figure 1. The overall strategy for these investigations involves initial preprocessing with classical quantum chemistry codes on conventional computers to generate optimized geometries and guess orbitals prior to performing computations with quantum devices.

2.1. Geometry Optimizations. Classical calculations were performed with the Jaguar module28 contained in the Schrödinger software suite,29 in which initial molecular geometries of the reactant and product from previously published literature sources17 were used and then optimized with the B3LYP30–33 method, to which dispersion corrections, as described by Grimme et al.34 were applied. The resulting B3LYP-D3 procedure was coupled with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.35,36 An initial guess for the transition structure (TS) connecting the reactant and product dimers was determined using Auto TS,37 a module of the Schrödinger software package. Because of the flat nature of the potential energy surface (PES) in the region of the TS,17 an analytic Hessian was used for the TS search and for optimization of the initial-guess geometry. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis was performed on the optimized geometry of the TS to confirm that it was connected to the reactant and product.

2.2. Selection of Active Orbitals. The procedure that we adopted to select the set of molecular orbitals is as follows: (i) first, the PYSCE58 package was used to perform CISD and CCSD calculations with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set on the optimized geometries; (ii) second, based on the dominant configurations of CISD and CCSD results, an active space including all of the important valence orbitals and vacant orbitals was chosen and a Full CI calculation was performed on the reactant, TS, and product; and (iii) finally, orbitals that possessed excitation determinants from CI configurations with coefficients greater than 0.05 were chosen as the active space to perform Full CI calculations on quantum simulator and real device.

Note that this method is useful for current devices possessing a limited number of noisy qubits but is expected to become less practical as the number of qubits required for computation of chemical processes increase beyond the point at which classical computers can perform practical calculations of chemical systems with FCI and closely related methods.39

2.3. VQE Calculations. Having selected the set of orbitals belonging to the active space for the stationary points, quantum computations were performed with quantum simulators and devices using VQE.5 Note that, in contrast with quantum chemistry on conventional computers, in which the molecular spin state needs to be predefined to compute the most stable electronic state, the VQE algorithm automatically minimizes the energy to the most stable spin state because the direction of the spin freely rotates at every qubit.40 An addendum to this is that an initial state needs to be precomputed via a classical algorithm on a conventional computer. The HF singlet state has been chosen as the initial state for all of the calculations described in this manuscript because previous publications have shown that this is a good choice for an initial state.41 For consistency with the active spaces that we have chosen for these investigations, the energies of orbitals from the singlet state were also used for the orbitals that remained inactive. Since previous publications have indicated that the triplet surface for the rearrangement of the lithium superoxide dimer is very similar to that of the rearrangement on the singlet surface,17 the HF singlet state is an appropriate reference state that can be used to estimate the correlation energy to the reaction surface.

The Aqua module contained in Qiskit version 0.12.42 with an interface to PySCF was used for all VQE calculations. The conjugate gradient (CG)43 method for energy minimization was used for calculations on simulators and the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA)44,45 method was used for calculations on quantum devices. The quantum unitary coupled cluster singles and doubles (qUCCSD)46–48 method and three heuristic variational forms (Ry, RyRz, and SwapRz)49 were compared. Transformation from the fermionic Hamiltonian into the qubit Hamiltonian was accomplished by the parity mapping scheme for qUCCSD, Ry, and RyRz, while the Jordan–Wigner transformation,50 was used for SwapRz.

2.4. Experiments on Quantum Devices. The IBM 20-qubit backends, ibmq almaden and ibmq_johannesburg, (henceforth referred to as device a and device j) were used to perform experiments on quantum devices. A set of two qubits with direct connectivity, small readout error rates, and small two-qubit error rates was chosen for those experiments. The expectation value of each Pauli term in the Hamiltonian was measured using 8192 shots. Since current quantum devices are error-prone, the readout error mitigation technique included in Qiskit was used to improve upon errors incurred during qubit readout. The measurement calibration matrix was updated with every VQE iteration to ensure that experimental conditions during readout measurement calibration and VQE iteration were similar. The final energy values reported for VQE experiments on the hardware are based on the lowest
moving average over 100 VQE data points, with a moving window of 10 data points. SPSA optimizations were carried out for 300–900 iterations for the reactant, product, and TS (see the Supporting Information for further details).

2.5. Application of Quantum State Tomography. To obtain purified ground states from highly mixed states on noisy near-term quantum devices we have applied quantum state tomography as follows (see Figure S2 for an illustrative flowchart): (i) the energy of the ground state computed by VQE, \( \langle \psi|H|\psi \rangle \), is minimized to find the mean energy, \( E(\theta) = \langle \psi(\theta)|H|\psi(\theta) \rangle \), where \( \psi(\theta) \) is a parameterized ansatz state; (ii) when \( \psi(\theta) \) converges, quantum state tomography is performed on the final VQE results to obtain the corresponding density matrix, \( \rho_{\text{final}} \); (iii) next, the dominant eigenstate of \( \rho_{\text{final}} \) was computed by diagonalizing \( \rho_{\text{final}} \) and (iv) finally, the converged energy from quantum device is corrected as \( \langle \psi_0|H|\psi_0 \rangle \).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Calculations with a Conventional Computer. The main aims of precomputations with a classical computer are to perform geometry optimizations, described in Section 2.1, and to determine how to reduce the size of the active space eventually used in VQE calculations in an effort to decrease the computational effort necessary to perform calculations on quantum simulator and devices. To expand on the methods outlined in Section 2.2, Full CI was employed to analyze the most important determinants of stationary points that utilize an active space ranging from highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-7 to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)-7. This analysis uncovered the most important contributions to electron correlation comprise two orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) for the reactant and two orbitals (HOMO-6 and LUMO) for both transition structure and product (Figure 2). The energies of the reactant, TS, and product were obtained with HF and with FCI using two sets of reduced active spaces (HOMO/LUMO and HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO) and are shown in Table 1; the accompanying energy profile is shown in Figure 3. HF predicts that the energy of the reactant is much higher than the TS and product suggesting that the reaction mechanism possesses no barrier, presumably due to the fact that electron correlation is missing. In contrast, FCI, which accounts for electron correlation, predicts that the energy of the reactant is more stable than that of the TS and the energetic barriers are predicted to be 78 and 21 mHa with the HOMO/LUMO and HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO active spaces, respectively. Comparison of these results with those utilizing a much larger active space comprising the HOMO-7 to LUMO-7 orbitals indicates that orbitals involving the HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO provide a reasonable description of the reaction pathway.

The biradical character of the reactant, TS, and product was examined by comparing the ground and first excited states (GS and ES, using FCI. As shown in Figure 4, the energy difference for the reactant is only 0.7 mHa but increases to 135.8 mHa as the reaction proceeds from reactant to product. This implies that the biradical character for the reactant is strong while the TS and product exhibit little biradical character. This fact requires that the spin configuration of the reactant needs to be described by correlated methods that can accurately describe the superposition of the singlet and triplet states.

3.2. Calculations with the Statevector Simulator. With geometries and energies from classical computation in hand, we then turned to computations with a quantum simulator to determine energies and reaction profiles for the HOMO/LUMO and HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO active spaces of these stationary points. Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons of energies of the reactant, TS, and product computed with qUCCSD and heuristic ansatzes (Ry, RyRz, and SwapRz) with the exact eigensolver using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. These results demonstrate that qUCCSD and all of the heuristic ansatzes predict energies similar to the exact eigensolver when the HOMO/LUMO active space is used. On the other hand, for the active space comprising HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO, although the qUCCSD wavefunction can reproduce the exact values at circuit depth = 1, a circuit depth = 3 is required to match exact values when heuristic trial ansatzes are used. These results indicate that the circuit depth required by heuristic methods may increase when the number of active orbitals are increased. We note that the reason the qUCCSD ansatz reproduces FCI is due to the fact only the singles and doubles excitation contributes to the electron correlation in the system under test.\textsuperscript{34}

The number of CNOT gates in the circuit and the number of optimization parameters (OptParams) used in the VQE algorithm for all of the heuristic methods have been compared in Table 2 to determine which ansatz would be suitable for use on the real device for a two-qubit system. As these results show, when circuit depth = 1, circuits involving the use of qUCCSD and SwapRz ansatzes possess four CNOT gates, whereas only one CNOT gate is required for the Ry and RyRz ansatzes. Note that SwapRz requires four qubits for an active space with two molecular orbitals, whereas all of the other ansatzes require two qubits after applying two-qubit reduction by parity.

Moreover, increasing the depth to 2 results in the addition of four CNOT gates when the qUCCSD and SwapRz ansatzes are used, but a similar increase in the depth only increases the number of CNOT gates required for the Ry and RyRz ansatz by a single gate. Similarly, the number of optimization parameters required for VQE calculations linearly increases in the order qUCCSD < Ry < SwapRz < RyRz for circuit depth equaling 1, but at higher circuit depths the order for the
increase in the number of optimization parameters changes to $R_y < qUCCSD \approx SwapRz < RyRz$.

To obtain reliable results from a quantum device in a reasonably short time, an ansatz with few CNOT gates and few optimization parameters is needed, since the CNOT error rate influences the accuracy of the computed results and the number of optimization parameters is proportional to the number of iterations required for energy convergence. Accordingly, because $R_y$ possesses comparatively fewer CNOT gates and optimization parameters than the other ansatze even with higher circuit depths, it was selected as the most suitable ideal choice of those available for calculations on the quantum device.

### 3.3. Calculations on Quantum Devices

To describe all of the electronic arrangement that will occur during the lithium superoxide dimer rearrangement process, an active space comprising HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO is required based on the results shown in Figure 3. To perform the calculations on the quantum device, we further truncate these orbitals to HOMO and LUMO for reactant and HOMO-6 and LUMO for the TS and product. The truncation of HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO to HOMO/LUMO for reactant and HOMO-6/LUMO for TS and product is based on results obtained with a conventional computer, which indicate that the resulting wavefunction with active space of HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO for the reactant is mainly composed of fractional contributions

### Table 1. HF and FCI Energies, in Ha, of the Reactant, TS, and Product Computed with the 6-311++G(d,p) Basis Set Various Active Spaces. Energies (in mHa) Relative to Reactants Are Shown in Parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HF</th>
<th>FCI (2 orbitals)</th>
<th>FCI (3 orbitals)</th>
<th>FCI (16 orbitals)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reactant</td>
<td>$-314.153739$ (0)</td>
<td>$-314.270197$ (0)</td>
<td>$-314.270893$ (0)</td>
<td>$-314.271560$ (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>$-314.189526$ (−36)</td>
<td>$-314.192609$ (78)</td>
<td>$-314.249585$ (21)</td>
<td>$314.252918$ (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product</td>
<td>$-314.212670$ (−59)</td>
<td>$-314.212670$ (58)</td>
<td>$-314.271925$ (−1)</td>
<td>$-314.274153$ (−3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$1$ Ha $= 627.5095$ kcal/mol.
from the HOMO and LUMO. Similarly, the occupations are mainly derived from orbitals HOMO-6 and LUMO for the TS and product. Consequently, the linear expansion of multiple of electronic configurations using active space of HOMO/LUMO for reactant and HOMO-6/LUMO for TS and product should be similar to those using active space of HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO. Such truncation helps us to reduce the computational cost of accurate calculations, which is a practical issue for the current noisy quantum device. This choice of active space with two spatial orbitals corresponds to a two-qubit system after applying two-qubit reduction provided by the use of parity mapping. Furthermore, based on results obtained from the quantum simulator experiments, the \textit{Ry} ansatz with circuit depth = 1 was used in combination with readout error mitigation (which dominates the offset to the exact energy and its fluctuation for these shallow circuits) on raw measurement counts on quantum devices to reduce the measurement error.

Figure 7a–c shows trends in energy minimization for the reactant, TS, and product, respectively, as a function of readout error-mitigated VQE calculations on device a and device j. Figure 7d summarizes the results in Table 3 with energies of stationary points relative to the reactant. As shown, calculations performed on both devices exhibit different trends, but both are competent at almost reproducing the energies obtained with Full CI. The energy of the product predicted by calculations involving device a underestimates the Full CI energy by 1 mHa, but the TS energy is overestimated by 3 mHa. In contrast, device j predicts energies for the TS and product that are nearly the same as those predicted by Full CI. As for the reactant, both devices underestimate the exact energies by ~5 mHa. As a consequence, simulations on device a underestimates the reaction barrier by 8 mHa and overestimates the reaction energy by 3 mHa with respect to the energy of the reactant. Similarly, simulations on device j device underestimates the barrier and overestimates the reaction energy by 5 mHa in both cases. The good performance in predicting the exact energies is attributed to the careful choice of ansatz (use of the \textit{Ry} circuit with two qubits), the choice of the classical optimizer (SPSA, which is well suited to the stochasticity of the quantum device) and the application of readout error mitigation.

Although energies obtained by quantum computation using the readout error-mitigated VQE algorithm are nearly equal to the exact energies of stationary points on the potential energy surface, we emphasize that this does not necessarily mean that the ansatz state converges to the target ground state. Convergence can be evaluated by computing the overlap (fidelity) of those two states during the VQE process, which is the absolute value of the inner product of the target ground state and the ideal ansatz state with the parameters obtained from the experiment. The overlap, $S$, is given by eq 1

Table 2. Number of CNOT Gates and Optimization Parameters (OptParams) Required at Circuit Depths, $d$, Ranging from 1 to 3 with the qUCCSD, SwapRz, Ry, and RyRz Ansatze with Two Qubits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ansatz</th>
<th>CNOT gates</th>
<th>OptParams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d = 1$</td>
<td>$d = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qUCCSD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwapRz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RyRz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. VQE iterations for calculations on device a and device j quantum devices for the HOMO/LUMO active space of (a) the reactant and the HOMO-6/LUMO active spaces of (b) the TS and (c) product of the lithium superoxide caged dimer. (d) Summary of the results obtained for the three structures with HF, the exact eigensolver, and VQE on the readout error-mitigated hardware experiments using the Ry ansatz with circuit depth = 1 (1 Ha = 627.5095 kcal/mol).
\[ S_{\psi_j} = |\langle \psi_j | \psi(k) \rangle|^2 \]  

where \( |\psi_j \rangle \) is the jth eigenstate of the Hamiltonian and \( |\psi(k) \rangle \) is the VQE state at the kth iteration of the optimization process. We observe that the overlap converges to the optimal value of 1 for the TS and product (see Figure 8a,b for details), indicating that this is the pure ground state. However, in the case of the reactant, the overlap converges to \( \approx 0.55 \) as shown in Figure 8c. This signifies that the resulting state generated by VQE is not the pure ground state. Note that, in contrast, simulation without noise succeeds in finding the ground state of the reactant as shown in Figure 8d.

### 3.4. Error Improvement by Quantum State Tomography

To further mitigate this error, previous protocols have employed the Richardson extrapolation method, and symmetry-adapted methods have also been proposed for ansätze and postselection routines. Here, we propose an alternative method based on the use of quantum state tomography method in which the quantum state of the qubits prepared by the ansatz in a density matrix is reconstructed. A similar approach has recently been developed.

First, performing state tomography on the final VQE step produces a density matrix (shown in eq 2 is obtained by performing state tomography on the final VQE step.)

\[
\rho_{\text{total}} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.539 & 0.320 - 0.002i & -0.237 - 0.022i & -0.180 - 0.011i \\
0.320 + 0.002i & 0.121 & -0.135 + 0.015i & -0.109 - 0.006i \\
-0.237 - 0.022i & -0.135 - 0.015i & 0.159 & 0.116 + 0.022i \\
-0.180 + 0.011i & -0.109 + 0.006i & 0.116 - 0.022i & 0.900
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2)

The target space is spanned by four determinants \{\phi_H^1|\phi_L^1, \phi_H^1|\phi_H^1, \phi_L^1|\phi_L^1, \phi_H^1|\phi_L^1\} described with occupied spin HOMO, \( \phi_H^1 \), and spin LUMO, \( \phi_L^1 \), with up or down spin, in accordance with the two-orbital and two-electron complete active space (CAS).
Next, this density matrix can be diagonalized to determine the eigenstates as shown in eq 3.
\[ \rho_{\text{final}} = \sum_i \lambda_i |\psi_i\rangle \langle \psi_i| \]  
(3)

The dominant eigenstate \( |\psi_0\rangle \) has the largest eigenvalue, \( \lambda_0 = 0.914 \). Finally, the energy calculated at the final VQE step is corrected as shown in eq 4.
\[ E = \langle \psi_0 | H | \psi_0 \rangle \]  
(4)

In general, the computational cost for performing state tomography of an \( n \) qubit system scales as \( 4^n \). To reduce the cost, a computationally inexpensive iterative method with the Lanczos method can be used instead of direct diagonalization. However, while this method is useful for mean-field or one-electron calculations, it is not applicable in the case of systems comprising biradical species. Moreover, while the use of the Lanczos method can only reduce the computational cost to \( 2^n \), it is still limited to calculations that can be performed on near-term devices with limited qubits. Much more efficient methods would be required for state tomography for calculations performed on larger quantum devices, for which we note that there has been some recent progress.

Error mitigation of VQE results by state tomography are compared with that obtained using only readout error mitigation in Figure 9. Without error mitigation, VQE predicts that the correlation energy obtained from \( R_y \) is about \(-77\) mHa. This differs from the correlation energy of the exact value \((-116\) mHa) by \(39\) mHa, which is the net noise volume. Readout error correction applied to the \( R_y \) result successfully reduces the correlation energy to \(-112\) mHa at steady state. This signifies that the readout noise is about \(35\) mHa, from which \(4\) mHa (with respect to the net noise volume) stems from noise due to quantum decoherence. The use of state tomography reduces the deviation to within \(2\) mHa of the exact value, indicating mitigation of not only the readout error but also the process error.

We surmise that VQE cannot determine a pure ground state of the reactant is that the energy gap between the ground and first excited states, \( \delta_{\text{reac}} \), is 0.000698, which is much smaller than the measurement standard deviation, \( \sqrt{(\Delta H_{\text{reac}}^2)} = 0.131976 \); thus, \( |\text{GS}\rangle \) and \( |\text{ES}_1\rangle \) cannot be distinguished. To correctly obtain the GS of the reactant, the error must be suppressed enough that the condition \( \delta_{\text{reac}} \geq \sqrt{(\Delta H_{\text{reac}}^2)} \) is satisfied, although it is not feasible to achieve such a small measurement error in practice. Notably, \( |\psi_0\rangle \) is approximately by the superposition of the ground and first excited states by projecting to the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, as shown in eq 5. This is in agreement with the overlap between the VQE state and expected eigenstates shown in Figure 8c.

\[ |\psi_0\rangle \approx 0.672|\text{GS}\rangle - 0.727|\text{ES}_1\rangle \]  
(5)

Equation 5 indicates that for these strongly biradical molecules in which the GS and ES1 are nearly degenerate, VQE converges to the spuriously mixed state. To remove this spin contamination, we introduce a postprocessing method in which the previous eigendecomposition is performed on the density matrix with the disjointed singlet and triplet subspaces. This protocol is described in Section 2.5 and the Supporting Information.

For the specific case of the reactant investigated in this manuscript, the density matrix has been transformed from the determinantal basis to the spin-adapted basis, couplings between the eigen-subspaces of the spin multiplicity have been removed, and each subspace has been diagonalized (see the Supporting Information for details). Indeed, this approach leads to the faithful reproduction of the purified GS eigenvector in which VQE energy exhibits no mixing presumably due to the lack of correlation among different spin multiplicities in the Hamiltonian. Thus, it appears that such subspace decoupling could potentially be a useful postprocessing option to contend with spin contamination arising from VQE calculations on nearly degenerate biradicals and other polyradicals on near-term quantum devices.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summation, the VQE algorithm has been used to investigate the rearrangement of the lithium superoxide dimer from its caged structure into its linear analogue with a variety of ansatze on a quantum simulator and on current hardware. Calculations performed with a quantum simulator reproduced exact values. Calculations performed using the ibmq_almaden and ibmq_johannesburg quantum devices were capable of generating results that were within a few millihartrees of exact values for structures on the potential energy surfaces for the rearrangement. This achievement is attributed to precomputation on classical hardware, which helped us to identify reduced active spaces, comprising the HOMO/LUMO and HOMO-6/HOMO/LUMO orbitals, that are appropriate choices for the quantum simulation of this chemical process and served to reduce the number of qubits required for quantum computation.

We have found that the VQE algorithm is challenged to accurately simulate biradical species on a noisy present-day quantum device due to the influence of device noise. We have investigated the use of an error mitigation approach using the state tomography technique to improve the accuracy of VQE simulations on quantum devices. We have shown that quantum...
state tomography could identify that the quantum state of the reactant investigated in this study, which has a strong biradical character, converged to a state, which is a superposition of the GS and ES spin states. Moreover, using a spin-projected unitary operator of the density matrix obtained from VQE calculations, this approach can be effectively used to remove the ES spin state. In the future, we hope to validate our approach for a number of real-world applications, such as those involving transition metals and lanthanides, for which many more qubits are required to perform simulations using quantum devices, and we hope to extend our approach to simulations of molecular excited states.
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